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L. Tender for procurement of ADSL2+ modems will be finalised by 30th June, 2018.

Meanwhile, CGMs may empanel ADSL2+ modem vendors and meet requirement.

2' cGMs are authorised to procure 2F/4F/6F cable as per requirement of their circles

(for FTTH as well as for EB), with the concurrence of their IFA following guidelines/

procedures under intimation to BSNL CO for getting budgetary provisions.

3. Tender for procurement of MSAN (FTTH + vectoring) to be finalised by corporate

office by 30tn July, 2018.

4. Existing ONTs to be converted to Wi-Fi enabled. Necessary orders to be issued by

BSNL CO within 15 davs.

Authorisation will be issued by BSNL co for procurement of cards in oLT for capacity

expansion within 15 days, to the circles who has submitted their requirement.

The backhauls of al! DSLAMs/OCLANs should be upgraded by September, 2018.

CGMs are authorised to make the SLAS as per their requirement for Tlp model of

FTTH services or they may follow the guidelines as per franchisee model of FTTH

models.

8. MP circle also may be authorised for CLIP instrument empanelment through pOC.

9. In case of BB modem empanelpent, circles are authorised to carry out the tests

prescribed for OA by their own team without taking any testing fee from the vendor.

The test details should be shared by QA.

10. Alf inventories of UG PUF cables should be utilised judiciously. 75o/o of UG plJF cabies

(available as on 37/05/2ot8) should be laid by September, 2018.

11. Aseem connections- Enough care should be taken while promoting and provisioning

of Aseem connections. Especially we should take care that a customer with an

existing plan should not be promoted to convert into Aseem. This is to be used ro

increase the LL customer base. Tariiff will be revised in.coming days.

12. Circles should achieve the target 'zero' for the faults of more than 7 days by

September,2O18.
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13. Mapping of Primary cables to the system should be completed by June, 2018. The

mapping of 7oo/o of secondary and distribution cables to the system should be

completed by this year.

14. Regarding disconnection, DIR (CFA) may consider to authorise one SSA without

disconnecting the land line connection for non-payment, the payment may be

pursued (say, for one month). This was as per suggestion of CGM Kolkata Telecom

District.

15. The requirement of CDRS for incoming calls by security agencies for NGN systems will

be implemented by ITPC by 31-05-2018, in coordination with CGM NCNGN and MP

circle.

16. The broadband speed should be more than 25% of the bandwidth subscribed for the

customer tariff plan.

17. BB NMS system has been implemented and existing system should be made more

effective (procedure wise) for the effective utilisation of the same. Therefore this

should be used by each circle and should give compliance to corporate office in this

regard. CGMs personally should start using BB NMS on their mobile handsets in next

7 days.

18. All circles should utilise the Franchisee Management System by 15-06-2018. Circles

may inform the requirement of any training in this regard which will be arranged in

their own circle by CGM NCNGN/ITPC.

19. Circles should have tie up with MSO. Target for MSO tie up to be issued by PGM

(C&M) and cGM MH.
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Copy to: 1. PPS to CMD, BSN-

2. PPS to DIR (Ent. & cFA)/ DIR (cM)/ DIR (HR & FIN)

3. All CGMs, BSNL

4. PGMs/Sr.GMs/GMs, BSNL CO, New Delhi.
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PGM (NWP-CFA)
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